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ABSTRACT
In this paper we address the problem of seeking anchor

person shots in news sequences. This can be useful since
usually this kind of scenes contain important and reusable
information such as interviews. The proposed technique is
based on our a priori knowledge of the editing techniques
used in news sequences.

1. INTRODUCTION

Recent advances in digital video coding have enabled the
creation of a big number of digital videobases around the
world. However, due to the huge amount of audio visual
data, and in order to succesfully manage all this informa-
tion, special attention has to be paid to the design of the
systems used to access and retrieve the digital data. Au-
dio and video indexing play a key role in this process. The
main objective of the indexing process is to assign labels to
the audio visual data in order to describe its content.

One of the main problems of audio and video indexing
is the huge amount of data to be analyzed. This problem can
be alleviated if, before applying force brute analysis tools to
the whole video sequence to be indexed, the most relevant
parts of the sequence are previously selected. This selection
process will be named preprocessing in this paper.

The objective of this work is to describe a simple video
preprocessing scheme which can be used to fuse the audio
and video information in order to locate and recognize a
speaker in news sequences. Our approach takes advantage
of our a priori knowledge of the editing techniques used in
news sequences. In particular, there exist several situations
in news sequences where the voice of the audio does not cor-
respond to the face (if any) present in the image. Based on
practical experiments, we have estimated that around �����
of the time in broadcast news there is an off-voice of a jour-
nalist reading a report, while only in the remaining ����� the
voice and face match.
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Therefore, before any video analysis scheme for face de-
tection and recognition is applied blindly to the whole video
sequence, it is important to provide a preprocessing stage
which may be applied to the part of the sequence where the
face to be recognized matches that of the person speaking.
This way, the overall computational time will decrease and
at the same time the fusion process of the audio and video
information will improve.

The structure of the paper is as follows: In section 2
the main elements that build a news sequence are described.
This provides the key idea to the presented approach. Sec-
tions 3 to 6 present the analysis tools that are used. Some
results are provided in section 7.

2. ELEMENTS OF A NEWS SEQUENCE

News sequences are composed usually of the following ele-
ments:

1. Headings.

2. Live journalist speeches. Usually the images are ei-
ther a close-up of the television announcer or topic
related scenes.

3. Prerecorded videos, usually containing the journalist
off-voice while some related images are displayed.
Also, short anchor person scenes of interviewed peo-
ple are usually inserted in the videos.

Figure 1 illustrates the previous scenes types. In this
paper we are interested in locating interviewed people as
in 1.d. The editing procedure for this type of scenes can be
summarized as follows:

1. The reporter records his/her voice but no image is
recorded yet.

2. If an interview is going to be inserted, then its audio
and video are inserted together, creating a simultane-
ous audio and video cut.
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Fig. 1. News sequence elements

3. If the reporter needs to continue with his/her speech
or more interviews need to be inserted, the two first
steps are repeated.

4. Finally, images are added for the reporter voice peri-
ods, usually several shots are inserted for each audio
segment.

The consequence of this editing procedure is that inter-
views can be easily detected studying the matching of audio
and video cuts. Sections 3 and 4 will describe the algorithms
to detect audio and video cuts and section 5 describes a pro-
cedure to combine these segmentation results. Furthermore,
this particular scenes are also characterized by low activity
since the talking person is usually standing somewhere and
the camera is focussing the face. This property will also be
taken in advance to improve the results, in section 6 some
shot activity meassurements will be discussed.

3. AUDIO SEGMENTATION

The goal of speaker segmentation is to locate all the bound-
aries between speakers in the audio signal. Some speaker
segmentation systems are based on silence detection [1].
These systems relies on the assumption that utterances of
different people are separated by significant silences. How-
ever reliable systems would require cooperative speakers
which is not the case for broadcast news. Other segmenta-
tion approaches are based on speaker turn detection. These
systems aim to segment the audio data into homogeneous
segments containing one speaker only. Usually a two-step
procedure is used, where the audio data is first segmented in
an attempt to locate acoustic changes. Most of these acous-
tic changes will correspond to speaker turns. The second
step is used then to validate or discard these possible turns.
The segmentation procedures can be classified into three
different groups: phone decoding[2, 3] , distance-based seg-
mentation [4, 5], hypothesis testing [6]. In this paper we will
use the DISTBIC algorithm [5] to partition the audio data.
DISTBIC is also a two-step segmentation technique. In the

first step distance between adjacent windows is obtained ev-
ery 100ms yielding in a distance signal 	�
��� . In our imple-
mentation we use the symmetrical kullback-Leibler [4] dis-
tance. The significant peaks of 	�
���� are considered as turn
candidates. In the second step the turn candidates are vali-
dated using the ������� criteria [7]. To that end, the acoustic
vectors of adjacent segments are modeled separately using
Gaussian models. The model of the union of the acous-
tic vectors of both segments is also computed and then the������� criteria is used to check is the likelihood of the union
is greater than the likelihood of both segments individually.
In the case that the likelihood of the union is greater then
the turn point is discarded. Otherwise the turn point is vali-
dated.

4. VIDEO SEGMENTATION

Several techniques have been proposed in the literature for
detection of cuts in video sequences [8, 9, 10]. Most of
them rely on the similarity of consecutive frames. A popu-
lar similarity measurement is the mean absolute frame dif-
ference (MAFD):������� 
� !�#" ��%$ &' ( )+* ,'- )+*/. 021 
35476��98 0:1�; * 
�35476�� . (1)

where � and $ are the horizontal and vertical dimensions of
the frames, n is the frame index, and 
35476�� are the spatial
coordinates.

Other popular similarity measures include the displaced
frame difference (DFD), which reduces the contribution of
camera and objects motion, at the expense of a greater com-
putational load. In this work, techniques that need motion
estimation are avoided because of the higher computational
requirements. Also low resolution images obtained from the
DC coefficients of the MPEG compressed video stream will
be used to compute the MAFD measurement. This has the
advantage that does not require full decompression of the
video in order to find the cuts [8].
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Fig. 2. (a) Audio and video borders match exactly. (b) Au-
dio and video borders almost match (c) Audio segment con-
tains several video shots

The causes of dissimilarity between consecutive frames
include: Actual scene transitions, motion of objects, camera
motion, luminance variations (flicker). In standard (good
condition), the last contribution is normally negligible (ex-
cept for special situations such as the presence of flash-
lights). Motion of objects and camera normally occur dur-
ing more than one transition which produces wide pulses
in the MAFD signal. On the other hand, an abrupt scene
transition produces a peak of width one in MAFD. This dif-
ference can be exploited to distinguish motion and cuts in
video. Basic morphological operations, such as openings
and closings, can be applied for this purpose. The proposed
algorithm for cut detection can be summarized as follows:< Obtain MAFD(n)< Compute the residue of the morphological opening of

MAFD(n)< Threshold the residue to locate the cuts.

We are well aware that more sophisticated video cut de-
tection algorithms exist. However, this simple algorithm
provides very good results, since other transitions effects
such as wipes or fades are not usually used in news reports.
Moreover, the interviews do not usually show a high shot
activity (usually the scene is an anchor person), therefore
the false alarm rate within these intervals is nearly zero.

5. AUDIO AND VIDEO CORRESPONDENCE

Once the audio and video segments are located the objec-
tive is to find the correspondence between then. Figure 2.a
shows the ideal situation that we are trying to find, i.e. the
audio and video segments overlap. However, for real se-
quences the borders of audio and video segments do not
overlap, as shown in figure 2.b. This is due mainly because
silence periods are usually located in the audio segment bor-
ders creating a small inaccuracy. Figure 2.c shows an exam-
ple of the typical situation for report segments, where a long
audio segment coexists with short video segments. Given
an audio segment in the time interval = �?> ( 1 * 4@�A>CBED *5F and a

video segment defined in the interval = �G> ( 1:H 4@�A>CBED H F . The
intersection interval is defined as:= � > ( 1JI 4�� >CBED I F "K= LNM:OP
�� > ( 1 * 4@� > ( 1:H �E4@L�QSR!
� >TBUD * 4�� >CBED H � F(2)
then if 
��@>TBUD I 8V�A> ( 1�I �XWZY for a pair of audio and video
segments, we define the overlap degree as:[�\�]_^2`a_b "cLNQSRed 
�A>CBED I 8f�A> ( 1JI �
�� >CBED * 8f� > ( 1 * � 4 
��A>CBED I 8g�A>

( 1JI �
�� >CBED H 8g� > ( 1:H �ih(3)
If [�\�]_^2`a_b WcY%j k then the audio and video segments are said
to match and a new index entry is created.

6. SHOT ACTIVITY

As mentioned in section 2, shots where the voice correspond
to the taking face are characterized by a low activity since
usually the camera is focussing a person who is talking and
standing somewhere. This assumption can be used to dis-
card some of the selected shots in the previous section. Two
simple activity measurements are proposed and compared
in this section. Both of them can be evaluated without fully
decoding of the MPEG video stream, which is important to
keep the video preprocessing fast. The first measurement is
based in the MAFD which has been computed in section 4
to locate the video cuts. The proposed descriptor is the mean
value of MAFD(n) in the shot:l � * " 1Jm'1 ) 1Jn

���i��� 
 !�
 ] 8g !oqpr�_� (4)

where  !o and  ] are the initial and final frame number of
the analized shot. The next second measurement is based
on the encoded motion vectors in the MPEG stream. The
activity for a particular frame is obtained as follows:��� 
� !�#"ts' ( )+* . uwv

( . p . uwx ( .y (5)

where  is the frame number,
y

is the number of predicted
blocks in the frame. For forward and backward predicted
macroblocks 
 uzv ( 4 uwx ( � is the corresponding motion vec-
tor while for bidirectional predicted macroblocks it is the
average of the forward and backward motion vectors. No-
tice that

y
changes for every frame and it is usually greater

for low activity frames, since here the number of predicted
macroblocks is higher. Finally the shot activity is obtained
averaging the values of FA(n) within the shot.

Figure 3 shows the frame activity for 60 seconds broad-
cast news using both descriptors, it can be seen that both
measurements are highly correlated, however we have found
that the measurement based on motion vectors is noiser, es-
pecially for low textured images. This effect can be appre-
ciated arround second 40 in Fig. 3. Therefore the first de-
scriptor will be used.
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Fig. 3. Frame activity: a) using MAFD b) using motion
vectors

DR FAR ST
94 % 41 % 31 %
?? % ?? % ?? %

Table 1. Results

7. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

The previous algorithms have been tested on several 30 min-
utes news sequences. The results have been evaluated with
the following parameters: Detection Rate (DR):�|{ "��_YJY�} number of detected interviews

number of actual interviews
(6)

False alarm rate (FAR):���i{ "K�_YJYP} number of false alarms
num. of real interviews + num. of false alarms

(7)
and Selected Time (ST)l�~ " total duration of the selected shots

Sequence duration
(8)

First row of Table 1 presents some results without taking
into account the shot activity, while the second row includes
the results using this descriptor. It can be seen how the algo-
rithm allows to discard a large portion of the sequence from
consideration with minimal processing. Almost all false de-
tected shots correspond to anchor person shots where the
speaker is a reporter.
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